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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY AT DARWIN

s.c.c. No. 4 of 1987

THE QUEEN

and


CLEMENT REX PORTAMINNI


CORAM:	ASCHE J.



REASONS FOR DECISION
(Delivered the 18th day of February 1987)


On 13 February 1987, the accused pleaded guilty before me that he, on 25 October 1986 at Darwin in the Northern Territory of Australia, unlav;fully assaulted Matilda Fry with intent to have carnal knowledge of her and thereby committed an act of gross indecency, contrary to Ss. 192(1) and (3) of the Criminal Code.

The circumstances of the offence do allow for some mitigation, although that does not mean that the offence should not be regarded as serious.

The accused had recently come to Darwin from Bathurst Island and it seems that he now desires to live in Darwin.	It may be that coming from an area where some
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restraints on drinking are imposed (I am told that normally only beer is consumed by the Aboriginal community on Bathurst Island) to an area where the whole gamut of alcoholic liquor is available, might have been one of the reasons for the accused's excessive indulgence in drinking, which seemed to have occurred on several occasions since his arrival.


Certainly on the particular night when the offence was committed, there is no doubt that he was very drunk.	It is not disputed by the Crown that the accused had been drinking from at least 7pm until midnight and in the course of that drinking had consumed not only large quantities of beer, but also substantial quantities of rum.

The accused was staying  at a house at Nightcliff and had been living there for some time since he came from Bathurst Island.	There seems to have been a shifting population staying at the house and on this particular night there seems to have been at least twelve people.

Although the house is a four bedroom house, that obviously created some problems with accommodation.	It appears however, that the accused and a cousin of his occupied one room, and the prosecutrix and several other females occupied another.	The prosecutrix was aged 16, and was the girlfriend of the accused's cousin, a man named Mathias.
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Again, it is not disputed by the Crown that not only was the accused drunk, so also was the prosecutrix and
Mathias, and it would seem, most of the other people in the house.


The accused retired to bed and went to sleep.
Mathias also retired to bed, but some time later he went to the bedroom where the prosecutrix was sleeping and asked her to come back to his room, in which of course, was the accused.	Mathias then had sexual intercourse with the prosecutrix.	It is the accused's account - not contradicted by the prosecution - that during this time he remained asleep, but that Mathias, after completing an act of sexual intercourse with the prosecutrix, then woke up the accused and said words to the effect "Your turn now".

The accused then attempted to have sexual intercourse with the prosecutrix who said "no".	At this stage it appears the accused was on top of the prosecutrix and she started screaming.	He put one hand over her mouth, and one hand over her breast, and endeavoured to penetrate, but says he was too drunk to do so.

Meanwhile the screaming of the prosecutrix had aroused other members of the house to come to the room, and the accused then desisted.	The whole incident was of very short duration, and the prosecutrix was not physically harmed, although no doubt she was frightened and shocked.
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The matter was reported  to the police.	Upon being interviewed, the accused frankly admitted that he had attempted to have sexual intercourse with the prosecutrix, although he set out the circumstances that he had been invited by his cousin.	He did admit that he put his hand across her mouth when she started screaming, and that he had done that so he could have sexual intercourse with her.

He did say in his record of interview that not only had Mathias invited him to have sexual intercourse with the prosecutrix, but that he was watching them, and the prosecutrix herself had no clothes or bedclothes on her when he was invited to have sexual intercourse with her.

There is therefore much that could be said in mitigation of a situation where a drunken man is invited by a drunken companion to have sexual intercourse with a woman who was also drunk, and in circumstances where, at the commencement at least, the accused may well have assumed that the woman was a consenting party.	Nevertheless the fact that he persisted after the prosecutrix had made it clear that she was not consenting, makes the offence a serious one.

In determining sentence however, I am convinced that I should take into account another offence which took place on 6 July 1986, although the accused was not sentenced





in relation to it until 3 November 1986, that is after the present offence was committed.	In doing so, however, I believe that I take it into account rather to the assistance of the accused than otherwise, for reasons which will appear.


The accused pleaded guilty on 31 October 1986  before Kearney J., to a similar charge in relation to  another woman.	I have, with the consent of both counsel, read the remarks of Kearney J. on 3 November 1986, when he sentenced the accused.	From those remarks it seems to me that the offence which the accused committed on 6 July 1986, was a more serious offence than that which he committed on
26 October 1986.


The circumstances of the former offence, as recited by Kearney J., was that the accused who had been drinking  and was drunk, was at Nightcliff at about 11pm.	He saw a girl come to the park and ask some women where the ladies toilet was.	He followed her there and as she came out of the toilet block he pushed her back in and pulled down her pants.	She struggled, but he pushed her onto her back on the ground.	He knelt between her legs, but in his drunken condition was unable to carry out his intention of having intercourse with her, before one of the girl's male companions came up and rescued her.	Again he admitted freely the circumstances of the offence.



Kearney J., having regard to the accused's background and his drunken condition, and various other factors in mitigation, sentenced the accused to two years imprisonment, and applying S. 5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, directed that he be released after serving six months, provided that he enter into a bond to be of good behaviour for three years; and  that he be under the supervision on probation of an officer appointed by the Director of Correctional Services, and obey all reasonable directions of that officer, including any direction that he return to Bathurst Island and remain there for any period not exceeding the date of the expiry of the bond.

Now, it seems, in fairness to the accused, that if he has been sentenced to two years imprison..ment, for an offence which seems to me to have more serious aspects about it than the present offence, and if the two offences are broadly connected with a history of drunkenness since he arrived in Darwin, that I should not sentence the accused to something greater than that imposed by Kearney J. for more serious circumstances, particularly bearing in mind the circumstances of the second offence, which I have already set out, and bearing in mind that although one should treat a first offence as part of the general background of the accused, one should not treat the conviction of 3 November 1986 as a prior conviction.
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The intention of Kearney J., was obviously to give the accused a chance, after he had served some part of the sentence imposed, to reform his ways and particularly his drinking habits, with the assistance of officers of the Department of Correctional Services.

In the circumstances, I consider that I should continue the desires expressed by Kearney J. in the form of his sentence, but I must also emphasise the seriousness of the present offence by imposing a separate custodial sentence which should, if possible, be cumulative upon the sentence already imposed.	I am, however, prepared to allow him to be released on the same terms and conditions imposed by Kearney J. albeit at a somewhat later time.

hat seems most to meet the justice of the case, by imposing a proper punishment on the accused designed to deter him from further transgressions, and reflect the community's abhorrence of the crime, and at the same time to allow the accused an opportunity for reform, would be to sentence the accused to 18 months imprisonment, such sentence to be cumulative upon the earlier sentence, but provide that the accused be released on the conditions fixed by Kearney J., after a further 8 months from the time of release fixed by Kearney J., so that he be released at the end of this year.





In taking the view that a cumulative sentence is warranted, I am following the general views expressed by the Court of Appeal of the South Australian Supreme Court, in the case of R v Carey (1975) 11 S.A.S.R., at 575.	At page
577 His Honour, Bray C.J. said:



"It is, I think, now accepted that when a man is convicted of several offences arising out of the same facts, the sentences should normally be concurrent.	When the offences are entirely distinct, they should normally be cumulative.	Of course there is often room for debate about whether the various offences do arise out of the same set  of facts."


It does appear to me that the imposition of a cumulative sentence is called for in the sense that these offences did arise out of different sets of facts, although the general background of drunkenness can be taken into account in the general mitigation which I have in mind.

It seems, however, that I cannot proceed in the way I suggest, that is, sentencing the accused to 18 months imprisonment to be cumulative upon the earlier sentence, since for the reasons I will set out, the imposition of a wholly cumulative sentence makes it impossible to impose a date of release as early as the end of this year.	The difficulty is created by the fact that the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act and the Parole of Prisoners Act, do not mesh together.	That is because they



are in effect two different and to some extent, contradictory approaches to the philosophy of sentencing.

Under the former Act, the offender knows that he is to be freed, albeit under certain conditions, on a definite date fixed by the sentencing judge.	Under the latter Act, the offender knows only that he has a potential to be freed, after a particular date, subject to consideration by some person other than the judge who sentenced him.


The Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act under which Kearney J. imposed the earlier sentence, provides in S. S(b) that the court may "sentence the person to a term of imprisonment but direct that the person be released upon his giving a like security to that referred in paragraph (a) either forthwith or after he has served a specified part of the sentence imposed upon him."

Because of this subsection, I cannot give a wholly cumulative sentence under this Act without defeating the purpose I have in mind that the accused  should be released at the end of the year.	For the "sentence imposed upon him" by me would not then commence until the expiration of the sentence imposed by Kearney J., that is, until 30 October 1988, and the object of releasing him at the end of December 1987 could not be attained.





In my view, the expression "forthwith" in this subsection cannot relate back to any previous sentences, if there are such, but only to the sentence then imposed upon the accused.	That, in my view, is the plain meaning of the word in the context of the expression "forthwith or after he
has served a specified part of the sentence imposed upon
h :.un. ..



Can the result then be achieved by the application of the Parole of Prisoners Act in which provision is specially made for the alteration of an earlier non-parole period?	I appreciate that if it could be so achieved, it would still be a somewhat different effect, since under the sentence of Kearney J., the accused is automatically released in 6 months, whereas any minimum term fixed under the Parole of Prisoners Act is subject to the decision of the Parole Board, which is not bound to grant parole on the expiration of that period.

That result, however, may be desirable, for there is much to be said for the view that where the accused has been found guilty of these two offences, he should be subjected to the scrutiny of the Parole Board before he is eligible for release on the second occasion.

Can this effect, however, be achieved?	S. 4A(l) of the Parole of Prisoners Act reads:-



"(l)	Where an offender who is serving a term of imprisonment, in this section called the previous term, is sentenced to a further term of imprisonment for an offence, in this section called the further term, section 4 applies as if the court by which the further term is imposed had sentenced the offender to a term of imprisonment equal to the aggregate of the remaining period to be served of the previous term and the further term."


S.4 of that Act provides for the imposition of minimum sentences during which the offender is not eligible to be released on parole.	But S. 4(5) provides that:	"For the purpose of this section" a reference to a term of imprisonment to which an offender is sentenced shall not be reads as including a term of imprisonment in respect of which an order has been made under S. 5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act.


S. 4A of the Parole of Prisoners Act therefore perrr,its the court in imposing a further term of imprisonment to add together the balance of any previous term to the further term so that the aggregate of those terms can be treated as a total term for the purpose of fixing a new minimum term before the offender can be eligible for parole.

This is emphasised bys. 4A(3) which provides that the imposition of the further term revokes any minimum term of imprisonment fixed in respect of the previous term.



Hence if the sentence imposed by Kearney J. had been imposed under s. 4 of the Parole of Prisoners Act, the object I have in mind would be achieved simply by sentencing the accused to a further period of 18 months imprisonment to be served cumulatively, and imposing a new minimum term of 9 months or thereabouts on the aggregate, so that the offender would become eligible for parole at the end of the year.

Of course this would not mean that the offender would then be automatically released at that time, for that would become a matter for the discretion of the Parole Board.

Herein lies the distinction between the two acts.
S. 5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act provides for release of the offender on a date certain and fixed by the court.	S. 4 and S. 4A of the Parole of Prisoners Act provides only for a date from which the parole board may operate, and the actual date of parole may be much later on, or indeed, not at all.

The principles of both Acts are highly commendable and are part of the general armoury of the court to meet diverse situations.	But the very contrast of certainty of release as opposed to uncertainty, makes it difficult in situations such as the present to move across from one Act to the other.	This is recognised bys. 4(5) of the Parole



of Prisoners Act, the effect of which I have already set out.	And since s. 4A of that Act is only in aid of s. 4 of the same Act, it cannot be imported into S. 5(1)(b) of the
Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act.


I cannot therefore aggregate the balance of the term imposed by Kearney J. with any term cumulatively imposed by me, and then provide a minimum term for eligibility for parole by the end of December 1987.	I can only apply a minimum term under the Parole of Prisoners Act from the commencement of the cumulative sentence, and that sentence could not commence until 30 October 1988, which is the conclusion of the term fixed by Kearney J.	The object I have in mind therefore cannot be achieved in this way.

The only way out of the dilemma is to exercise the po,,ers given under S. 405(3) of the Criminal Code.	That subsection provides:


"When a person who is convicted of an offence is undergoing, or has been sentenced to undergo for any offence, a sentence involving deprivation of liberty, the punishment to be inflicted upon him for the first mentioned offence may be ordered to take effect on the expiration of the deprivation of liberty for the last mentioned offence, or any earlier day."


Acting under this subsection, I could provide that the sentence of 18 months imposed by me commences on 30

,,,,,, ,
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April 1987.	That will ensure that the date of his release on that day, as ordered by Kearney J. will not occur, since he commences a new sentence.	I do not believe that the Act gives me power to discharge the order of Kearney J, but the new sentence will ensure that the accused will remain in gaol.


Likewise, a sentence of the nature I have in mind can be considered, though to a very minor extent, a cumulative sentence, in the sense that it does not commence on this day, but 2	months from hence, and to that extent may be said to be cumulative.	Such a procedure then allows for the fixing of a date of release at the time I have in contemplation, namely, the end of December 1987.

I confess the result is not entirely satisfactory, and indeed seems uncomfortably Procrustean, since it does not effectively impose a cumulative sentence of 18 months, which I consider the offence warrants, even though the accused would be released  before the commencement of that cu ulative sentence.

The principle should still be that if the accused is in breach of his bond, he should then be facing the balance of the first sentence, and the cumulative sentence. However, to act otherwise than I have done would in my view be unjust to the accused, since it would condemn him to a
<.
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longer term of actual imprisonment than I believe he should have.	To enforce that situation on the accused because of legal technicalities would not be proper.

I should add that I have considered a further solution, which has the temptation of simplicity.	Obviously one could impose a sentence of 3	years for the present offence, commencing with the commencement of the first sentence, and running concurrently with it.	Then under the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, imposing a date of release effectively of the end of December 1987.

But it would be plainly wrong, even for the best of motives, to extend a sentence which in all the circumstances should properly be 18 months into one of 3! years, which it should not properly be.

For these reasons, the sentence will be:


the accused is convicted and sentenced to 18 months imprisonment, such sentence to commence on 30 April 1987.	Pursuant to s. 5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, direct that the accused be released after serving 8 months from
30 April 1987, provided  that he enter into a bond in his own recognizance of $500 to be of good behaviour for 3 years, and that he be under the supervision on probation of an officer appointed by the Director of Correctional Services, and obey all
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reasonable directions of that officer, including any direction that he return to Bathurst Island and remain there for any period not exceeding the date of the expiry of the bond.

